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Red Hot

Lumber and Commodity
Market as Demand
Outstrips Supply

41290029

Working
for our
members
every day.

“

We have had seven major expansions since
joining Sexton Group in 2010. We couldn’t
have done that without the tight-knit team of
professionals at Sexton Group pointing us in the
right direction. I’m often asked at conferences
and meetings if I feel the pricing is competitive.
I say “YES”. You don’t expand seven times in
10 years without competitive pricing programs.
That’s why I am a Sexton member.”
—Albert Pike, Pike’s Building Centre

Hear about our story at

1.800.665.9209
Learn about our story at

sextongroup.com

Our Promise to You.
Our strength as a buying group is built on four major advantages:
We’re a dedicated team of industry professionals focused on your success.
We negotiate competitive programs and leverage our strong relationships with
vendors to resolve any issues quickly for you. We have a first-class accounting
team that promptly delivers accurate rebate payments as promised.

Well connected.

So you can focus on what matters most — your business.
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The ABSDA Building Supply News is the official
magazine of the Atlantic Building Supply Dealers
Association and is published in February, May,
July, September and December. The Atlantic
Building Supply News is distributed to all
ABSDA Dealer and Associate Members.
The ABSDA office is located at:
70 Englehart Street,
Dieppe, NB, E1A 8H3
Phone: (506) 858-0700
Email: absda@nb.aibn.com

ABSDA Serving the Industry
for over 60 years
It will come as no surprise ABSDA currently has
over 550 active Member Retail Building Supply
and Associate Supplier Members.
ABSDA is the collective voice and liaison for
the independent Building Supply and Home
Improvement Industry.
Since 1955 this association has focused on
industry specific needs to our Members.
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Despite the craziness,
your Association is forging ahead
To say things are crazy out in the world would be an
understatement, right? I guess all we can do during these
times is focus on the positive things in our lives and continue
to forge ahead. Let us hope for continued progress on the
vaccination roll-out so we can enjoy more of a normal
summer.
Guy LeGresley
Chair of the Board

I would like to take the opportunity to send a
huge “Thank you” to the more than 65 Vendors
that supported our Expo 2021 “Stay the Blazes
Home Edition”. We would have much rather
been in Halifax enjoying each other’s company;
however, we all know why that was not possible.
During Expo 2021 the Association also
launched our ABSDA Marketplace which is a
proprietary electronic platform that we used for
the first time. Please send us your feedback and
comments on the technology as we would love
to hear from you. Our plan is to continue to
offer this Marketplace to our Members moving
forward.
Offering our educational programs was difficult
in the past year since our trainers come from
outside the Atlantic Bubble. However, we
are happy to report that we have a certified
facilitator in Nova Scotia that can deliver Boom

Truck Training. Finally, in the month of April,
we were able to train two groups in Nova Scotia
and certified 18 employees. Once the Atlantic
Bubble is open again, we will be offering
programs in other provinces.
The deadline for applications for our Bursary
& Scholarship program was April 12. The
applications are currently under review by an
independent adjudicator and the winner will be
announced later in the month of May.
Last thing today is our upcoming golf
tournament.

If all goes well, we are hoping
to host our golf tournament
on August 26th at Fox Creek
Golf Course.
So tentatively pencil it in your calendars and
I hope we can see each other, enjoy a nice day
outdoors, and have a little fun.
Sincerely,
Guy Legresley

We Know
Group Insurance
Helping employers design and implement
group insurance plan that protects their
employees and dependents when they need it
most.

Let us go to work for you. Contact us today!

pwi-insurance.ca
P 519.747.3324 / 800.265.2178
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SINCE 1905

MONT-BLANC
HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES

3-LAYER

2-LAYER

1-LAYER

E-Z FOLD SHINGLE
for quick and easy
layered application

WEATHERED ROCK TWILIGHT GREY SUNSET CEDAR

COBALT BLACK AUTUMN BROWN

NO KNIFE
REQUIRED:
pre-scored shingles
with easy-to-tear tabs

SLATE GREY

CHOOSE FROM
1-, 2- OR 3-LAYER
application for a look
as unique as you are.

RUSTIC CEDAR CLASSIC BROWN

BARKWOOD

AVAILABLE IN
12 COLOURS
to match our popular
laminated shingles

ANTIQUE SLATE 2-TONE BROWN

2-TONE BLACK

NOTE: Due to limitations of the printing process, actual shingle colours and granule blends could be different from those pictured. It is recommended that you view a full size shingle before making a final colour selection. BP Canada reserves the right to change colours at any time.

bpcan.com
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Customer Service and Communication
more important than ever!

Denis Melanson
President

My brother called me the other day and asked if I could come
over to his house for a few minutes. My little brother is like
many people stuck at home during the pandemic and has
decided to renovate his house. He needed help to remove a
window and board up the hole. He says to me “Do you have
any idea how much that sheet of OSB was”? I laughed out loud
and then he says, “71 freaking bucks”!
I would be preaching to the choir if I started
talking about high prices of lumber, long lead
times, inventory challenges etc… You know it
and live it every single day.
Instead, I think it is important to not lose
sight of the importance of communication and
setting client expectations. Customer trust is
built by delivering on promises. Did you deliver
on the promises your brand made? This is the
number one way to make or break trust.
In today’s environment, there are so many
unknowns:
• Around supply chains
• Around delivery times
• Around the health and well-being of our
employees
Customers are trusting those who are living up
to their promises.
I recently read an article in Forbes magazine
that talked about the Impact the Pandemic has

PRODUCTS SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
COLIN BUDDEN
ASM Atlantic Canada
Office: (888) 855-1462
E-mail: colin.budden@owenscorning.com

www.owenscorning.ca

THE PINK PANTHERTM & ©1964-2021 Metro Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.
©2021 Owens Corning. All Rights Reserved.
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made on Customer Expectations. Customer
experience has become one of the most critical
differentiators in the marketplace today. Taking
a customer-first approach has almost become
mandatory if you’re looking to sustain and
build a successful brand.
Customer expectations are soaring during
Covid-19, and this indicates the need for
companies to make customer interactions more
human and relatable. Customers want simpler
and faster service these days which is making
things very challenging for our industry during
times of shortages and delays.

Customer needs and expectations
are always on the rise, and during
the pandemic, the bar has only
gone up! It’s not enough anymore
if you have great products and
offer discounts.
So my advice to you is this. Stay in constant
contact with your suppliers to identify
timelines for products so you can be open and
honest with your customers. Ensure your staff
is well informed and well scripted on how to
communicate with customers. Try to be honest
and transparent because the way you interact
with your customers and fix their issues will
determine whether they stay with your brand
or jump ship.
Keep up the great work and stay safe everyone!

It is our mission to build solid foundations with
our customers and suppliers, through the
distribution of quality building materials and
providing value with honesty and integrity.

AFA DARTMOUTH

170 Thornhill Dr,
Dartmouth, NS
B3B 1S3
Phone (902) 434-8200

AFA MONCTON

960 Frenette Ave,
Moncton, NB
E1H 2P8
Phone (506) 857-9977

AFA MOUNT PEARL

2 Dundee Ave,
Mount Pearl, NL
A1N 4R7
Phone (709) 368-6313

AFA Forest Products is proud to be a distributor of
these fine products across all of Atlantic Canada!
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HR Talk –
Be Careful of Employee Burnout
It is nice that our Industry has been deemed an essential service and has prospered
well during the pandemic compared to other Industries. However, are we paying
close attention to the health and wellness of our employees?

76

%

of workers
reported feeling
burned out
sometimes

28

%

of workers
said they were
burned out
very often or
always at
work

The pandemic has escalated a growing
concern in our workplaces: employee
burnout. According to Gallup research,
before the pandemic, 76% of workers
reported feeling burned out sometimes,
while 28% of workers said they were
burned out “very often” or “always” at
work. With the events of the last year,
those numbers are likely trending
upward.
How can we spot Employee
Burnout?
The Mayo Clinic lays out nearly a
dozen burnout symptoms, including
expressions of cynicism or criticism,
trouble getting to work, irritability,
impatience with co-workers and an
absence of energy to remain consistently
productive. Others include an inability
to concentrate; disillusionment about
work; use of food, drugs or alcohol to
alter moods; and unexplained physical
maladies.
Sources of burnout can come exclusively
from work or from home- where families
are facing stressors like working from

8
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home, distance learning and healthcare
for family members – or a combination
of the two.
What can we do to precent and
address burnout?
Increased communication between
managers and their employees may be
a way to mitigate specific stressors in
any unique situation and employee may
face. Building a framework that allows
co-workers to offer support or lend a
shoulder can also be beneficial.
Gathering employee feedback is essential
and should be taken seriously. Employees
should be encouraged to speak freely
with supervisors about feeling burnout.
Having an open-door policy without
fear of repercussions can go a long way
in proactively preventing burnout or
quickly addressing it once it appears.
Between challenging times at work and
at home we need to be more sensitive
and vigilant around taking care of our
Employees. It is only by supporting each
other will we get through these difficult
times.

INNOVATION
IS IN OUR
DNA

Kohltech.com

Kohltech is continually striving to improve our production capacity and
deliver outstanding Kohltech products. In order to accomplish this,
Kohltech has expanded our main manufacturing operation in Debert, Nova
Scotia by an additional 18,000 square feet to increase our door production
and paint capacity to meet increasing demands.
Our fibreglass door selection has strengthened by switching to two new
brand options: Mennie and Plastpro. The durability and choices available
with these doors make any customer vision come to life.
We're proud to be one of the leading window and door manufacturers in
North America, but we're not content to stand still.

Named one of Canada’s Best Managed Companies
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Record High Prices –
Supply and Demand or Price Gouging?
I think most of us understand the laws of
supply and demand and the affect it has
on prices.
The price of lumber has hit record highs
with no signs of slowing down any
time soon. While several factors are
contributing to these higher costs such as
the following to name a few:

•   Production curtailments due to
fires and the mountain pine beetle
infestations.
• Timber supply is managed so mills
are not able to harvest more to meet
demand.
• Forest fires in 2018 created an issue
with supply and transportation.

• Mills were forced to temporarily close
during pandemic periods.
• Demand for materials doubled as
the demand for DIY projects and
renovations increased rapidly.
While all these factors most certainly
played a role in driving up prices, I
think we still need to ask the following
question: “Is price gouging happening in
the market place”?
These crazy prices increase are happening
in other product categories as well. In
2020 at the beginning of the Pandemic,
Amazon had to suspend more than 4000
sellers due to price gouging concerns.
Products such as toilet paper, hand
sanitizers, safety masks, safety gloves,
cough medication and other products
saw an average price increase of more
than 150%.
It was reported that the New York City
Department of Consumer and Worker
Protection Commissioner hit a drug store
with a fine of $37,500 for selling packs of
20 face masks for $200.
According to the latest data, prices in
lumber have gone up threefold when
compared to previous annual averages.
Mills have been playing catch up after
many went offline during the onset of
the pandemic however most are currently
operating near 100 percent capacity.
New record high prices for lumber and
wood panel products are boosting stock
prices for Canadian producers. West
Fraser Timber Co. Ltd., Interfor Corp.,
Canfor Corp., CanWel Building Materials
Group Ltd. and Norbord Inc. all set new
52-week high share prices Wednesday
morning in trading on the Toronto Stock
Exchange.
RBC Capital Markets analyst Paul Quinn
said in a report he is increasing target
prices for nine forestry companies he
covers, with the biggest jumps of $8 per
share to $85 for West Fraser and $7 per
share to $57 per share for Norbord.
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It’s great to see the Industry flourishing
and doing well, however it still begs to the
question: Are these prices justifiable or
are we starting to see corporate greed and
price gouging in the building material
industry? Are these prices sustainable
long-term for the average consumer and
what Impact will all this have long term?
I guess time will tell.
10
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SAVINGS FOR THE ROAD.
Save up to $465 on car
insurance with Johnson.*
Johnson offers ABSDA members and their employees specially designed policies and
preferred rates on home and car insurance. You’ll also get access to perks like AIR MILES®
Reward Miles±, 24/7 Emergency Claims Service, First Claim Forgiveness and more.
Don’t miss out. Call now to find out how
Johnson does more for you.

1.877.742.7490 | Johnson.ca/savings

HOME CAR

Johnson Insurance is a tradename of Johnson Inc. (“JI”), a licensed insurance intermediary. Home and car policies primarily underwritten, and claims handled,
by Unifund Assurance Company (“UAC”). Described coverage and benefits applicable only to policies underwritten by UAC in NL/NS/NB/PEI. JI and UAC share
common ownership. Eligibility requirements, limitations, exclusions, additional costs and/or restrictions may apply. *As of December 1, 2020, $465 savings
available on car insurance if the following discounts are applicable: NB/NL: conviction free, multi-line, multi-vehicle, winter tire, long-term and qualifying
group membership; NS: conviction free, multi-line, multi-vehicle, winter tire, long-term and select; PEI: long term, conviction free, select and qualifying
group membership. Dollar savings may vary otherwise. ±AIR MILES® Reward Miles awarded only on regular home and car insurance policies underwritten
by UAC. At the time the premium is paid, one (1) Mile is awarded for each $20 in premium (including taxes). Miles are not available in SK or MB. ®TMTrademarks
of AIR MILES Royalties Limited Partnership used under license by LoyaltyOne, Co. and JI (for UAC).

The look you love
The performance you need
Wolmanized® Outdoor® Wood with Tanatone® colourant has decades of
proven performance in protecting wood from it’s natural enemies termites and fungal decay.
•Above ground, ground contact and
freshwater applications
•Long-lasting protection with built-in
colourant
•Fasteners – manufacturer recommendations
and building code compliant

WolmanizedWood.com
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IN MEMORIAM
— Dave Dingwell —
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Our Industry lost a great Ambassador
and friend in March. It's with a heavy
heart that we announce the passing of
Dave Dingwell – Regional Director for
Timber Mart.

In 2007, Dave joined TIMBER MART
as a business development manager
and then became the group’s regional
director of member services for Atlantic
Canada in 2014.

Dave began his career in the industry
at the age of 20 at Cochrane-Dunlop
where he worked in operations and
eventually, outside sales. During his
time at Cochrane-Dunlop, he moved to
Barrie, Ontario to manage the company’s
outside sales in Northern Ontario, and
in 1975, he moved back home to his
family homestead in P.E.I. to work in
the Atlantic region. Twelve years later, in
1987, Cochrane-Dunlop dissolved and
Dave was recruited by D.H. Howden
(Sodisco-Howden) as an outside
sales manager for Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and P.E.I.

In 2017, Dave was recognized for his
tremendous career in sales and his
unwavering commitment to the Industry
with the first-ever lifetime achievement
award from the ABSDA.
Until his last day, he served TIMBER
MART’s membership wholeheartedly
by sharing his knowledge and expertise
and coaching dealers to ensure they
continually achieved success.
RIP Dave, you will be missed.

All the jobs in our industry.
One convenient new place.
Introducing buildingsupplycareers.ca the
all new national job board for our industry.
Posting a job is fast, simple, and best of all
gives your posting additional reach across
the region and country.
Give it a try today, there are no fees and
you can post as many positions as you wish.

Visit buildingsupplycareers.ca today

In association with:

If you are a member of the ABSDA and wish to post a job position,
please use the passcode ABSDAJOBS9294 when prompted.
ABSDA Building Supply News 15

Industry
News
Regal ideas Inc. Announces
New President
Regal ideas Inc., the world's leading
manufacturer of Aluminum railing
systems, announces
the appointment of
Ernie Couillard as
President. Couillard
has spent the last 17
years at Regal ideas
in the development,
negotiation, and
execution of the
Sales, Marketing and Ernie Couillard
Distribution strategies and programs.
In addition to the appointment
of Couillard as President, Regal
ideas announce the additional Sales
Management promotions to add more
focus and efficiencies to serving our
customers.
• Clifton Phelps is promoted to the
position of Director of Sales Canada.
Clifton has been serving Regal Ideas
customers in the capacity of Ontario Sales
Manager for the past 10 years as a trusted
advisor to his customers. His customercentric approach has been pivotal to
making our Dealers and the Regal Ideas
brands the leader in the Canadian market
in outdoor living products.

Home Hardware takeover of one of
Canada’s Largest Independent Home
Improvement Retailer
Home Hardware has brought the
independent chain, Patrick Moring, into
its fold, greatly increasing the company’s
presence in the Quebec market. The
acquisition was made in partnership with
Groupe Turcotte, a network of seven
Home Hardware stores led by Louis
Turcotte, with partners Daniel Gervais
and Pierre Beauchamp.

16 May
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Soleno Textile Enters Industry 4.0 Era
With Its New Production Line
Soleno Textile announced today the
commissioning of a new production line
that will allow the company to respond to
the increasing demands of the nonwoven
textile market and to participate, if need
be, in the protective uniforms supply
chain for the healthcare sector. In order
to add this new production line, Soleno
Textile reconfigured its Laval facilities
to increase the production floor by
15,000 sqft. This new equipment
acquisition, one of the most modern in
North America, represents an investment
of more than $ 8M.
The company can now count on the
most recent technology in the nonwoven
textile sector in Canada. Innovation,
robotization and automatization being
at the heart of the company’s strategy,
this project is perfectly aligned with its
continuous improvement process. This
acquisition therefore brings Soleno Textile
plant into the Industry 4.0 era, a clear
vision established by the company during
the last years. “This was a very important
project for the company. The acquisition
of such technology requires much
preparation. Nearly three years went

by between the needs assessment, the
equipment reception and the beginning
of production. This hard work now
allows us to serve our various business
sectors—infrastructures, commercial and
institutional, agricultural, residential and
natural resources—but also the healthcare
sector, if need be”, said François Pépin,
Soleno Textile general manager.

Simon Gouin named Vice President,
Business Development TORBSA
Buying Group
The Board of Directors
of TORBSA Limited is
pleased to announce
the appointment of
Simon Gouin as Vice
President, Business
Development. Simon
will report into their
Simon Gouin
Group President, along
with the TORBSA Board of Directors.
Chairman of the Board, Steve Guglietti
said: “Eastern Canada is a major market
within Canada and one that we haven’t
put the necessary focus on, in the past. It
deserves a dedicated staff member from
our organization and we understand the

Industry
News continued
need for a knowledgeable, experienced
and truly bilingual individual. We believe
we have found that in Simon. We’re
excited to have him on our team, to grow
in those regions”.

Goodfellow Appointment
Announcements
Dave Warren has been
appointed Senior Vice
President Atlantic
Canada. Dave joined
Goodfellow Inc. in
1992 as a young sales
representative on the
road eager to prove
his worth. Originally Dave Warren
from St. John's Newfoundland he quickly
climbed the ranks in the Dartmouth,
Nova Scotia branch with his exceptional
performance and proactive initiatives.
Today Goodfellow Inc. stands very tall
in Atlantic Canada servicing the LBM,
Flooring and Industrial business mainly
due to his efforts. This appointment
gives Dave greater influence in the future
direction of the company.
Harry Haslett has
been appointed Vice
President of Sales and
Marketing Atlantic
Canada. Harry has
been with Goodfellow
Inc. since 1997. He has
played a tremendous
role in bringing the
Harry Haslett
company to its lead
position servicing the LBM business.
Relationship driven and extremely
resourceful Harry takes great pride in the
success of his customers. The company
is extremely proud of its distribution
front runner status in Atlantic Canada.
Harry and the company look forward
to building upon that with this exciting
announcement.

AFA Forest Products Inc. Promotes
Growth From Within, Expands
Leadership Team Nationwide
AFA Forest Products Inc. is pleased to
announce the following changes within
the company effective January 1st, 2021.
Mike Park, who has been with our
company since 2016 and until now
has been the Director of National
Commodities, will be moving into a
new role as Vice President of National
Commodities. In this new role, Mike will
be overseeing commodity strategy and
distribution at all of our branch locations
across Canada.
Angelo Campagna, also with AFA
Forest Products since 2016, will be
moving from his position as Director of
Strategic Development and into a new
role as the Vice President of Eastern
Operations. Angelo’s expertise and
guidance will help drive strategic growth
and optimization for all Eastern branch
locations.
Phil Pasechnik, Lumber Buyer at
our Edmonton location, will be moving
into a new role as National Lumber
Coordinator for AFA Forest Products Inc.
This position will be key in continuing
to grow AFA’s thriving lumber logistics
and distribution division by bringing
enhanced coordination and structure to
our organization.

BMR Group welcomes André Lavoie
as Vice President, Finance
BMR Group is proud
to announce that
as of February 3,
André Lavoie will
join the company’s
management team
as Vice President,
Finance. Throughout
his career, Mr. Lavoie André Lavoie
has contributed to the
growth and business success of numerous
companies, including some 17 years
at the Caisse de dépôt et placement du
Québec, where he was Senior Director,
Investments, Private Equity, since 2016.

Graduate of HEC Montréal in finance
and senior manager in corporate finance,
strategy and investment, André Lavoie
is a leader with integrity and passion,
known as much for his business acumen
and rigour as for his leadership and his
ability to listen. There is no doubt that he
will be a key player in the implementation
of BMR Group’s most recent strategic
plan, which will serve as the foundation
for the continued growth of the
company’s activities across Canada.

Sexton Group Announces Joseph
Collerone’s Retirement
Eric Palmer, Vice
President and General
Manager, says, “It is
with mixed emotions
that I announce
that Joe Collerone,
Director of Marketing,
has decided to retire.
He let us know of his Joe Collerone
intentions to retire at the end of 2020
and that he would leave us at the end of
the First Quarter of 2021. I have enjoyed
working with Joe since I began with the
company and have much respect for his
work and contribution to our company
over his 15-year career with Sexton.”
Joe has been instrumental in
developing the programs that our
members rely on every day. He has
worked tirelessly in his commitment to
making sure all our members' needs are
met. In his early years with Sexton, Joe
took to the road and helped grow our
membership base across Western Canada,
and in doing so became a respected and
well-known face of the Sexton Group.”
Joe’s last day with Sexton Group is
March 31. Please join me in wishing
Joe all the best in his well-deserved
retirement.

Continued on page 18
ABSDA Building Supply News
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Industry
News continued
Hardlines Conference and
Awards Gala for 2021
After being interrupted by Covid 19 in
2020, the 25th anniversary Hardlines
Conference has confirmed dates for
this year. The conference will be held
on October 19 and October 20 at the
Queen’s Landing in Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario. The speaker lineup confirmed
so far features Kevin Macnab, president
and CEO, Home Hardware Stores;
Doug Anderson, president and CEP,
Peavey Industries; and Jamal Hamad,
senior director contractor services
sales and operations Pro-Rental-Home
Services- MRO businesses at Home
Depot Canada.

Timber Mart Virtual Show Achieves
Great Success With Record
Attendance
With over 1,600 dealer and vendor
participants in attendance, TIMBER
MART’s Virtual Buying Show, which took
place from February 8 to 11, achieved

great success with record attendance
this year. The show hosted hundreds
of TIMBER MART members from
across the country and a wide range of
building material and hardlines vendors
who saw over 50,000 dealer booth visits
throughout the event.
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August 26th, 2021
FOX CREEK GOLF CLUB

•

DIEPPE, NB

Get your team of four together and
join us for a fantastic day of golf,
camaraderie and entertainment.
Book now. Space is limited to just 36 teams.
To register and for more information, please visit:

www.absda.ca or call: (506) 858-0700
ABSDA Building Supply News
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Are you growing your profits…

OR JUST YOUR BUYING
GROUP’S BOTTOM LINE?

Whether it’s annual corporate fees, surcharges
or just having to compete with corporate stores,
your profits shouldn’t take a backseat to your
buying group. Are they helping to grow your
bottom line, or just their own?
Join a group where
YOU ARE THE BRAND,
and where your success is the number
one priority.
At Castle our focus isn’t on corporate profits,
it’s on the success of our 300+ members.
We provide the tools they need to grow
their business, become more profitable and
continue to grow and thrive.
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Learn more at youarethebrand.ca

